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REGULATIONS AND THE LICENSING PROCESS IN AUSTRIA

Dr. Herbert U. Matulla
österreichische Studiengesellschaft für
Atomenergie
Vienna - Austria

Eine Rückschau über das Genehmigungsverfahren, das von 1971 bis
3978 dauerte, zeigt auf, welche Gesetze, Vorschriften und tech-
nische Regeln bei der Beurteilung der Sicherheitsaspekte des
Kernkraftwerkes herangezogen wurden und durch welche Organisa-
tionen dies erfolgte. Die interne Organisation des österreichi-
schen Hauptsachverständigen wird skizziert. Beispiele der De-
tailarbeit werden erläutert. Die Wichtigkeit der intensiven Zu-
sammenarbeit der Fachgruppen und das Problem der gleichmäßigen
Prüftiefe werden betont.

A review of the licensing process which took place from 1971
to 1978 shows which laws, regulations and standards were used
in checking the safety aspects of the nuclear power plant and
which organisations participated in the licensing process.
The internal organisation of the Austrian main-expert in the
procedure is illustrated. Examples of detail-work are explained.
The importance of intensive co-operation of the different tech-
nical groups and the problems of comparable examination depth
are underlined.



Exactly one year ago - it was the 5th of november 1978 - the
Austrian referendum on nuclear power brought the result of
50,5% NO to 49,5% YES.

As a consequence of this referendum a law passed the parliament
in December 1978 in which the industrial use of nuclear energy
for production cf electricity is prohibited in Austria.

These facts stopped the Austrian licensing procedures which be-
gan in 1971. The Nuclear Power Plant Zwentendorf was nearly
completed and would have been able to start nuclear tests in the
2nd quarter of this year.

1. Data of the Nuclear Power Plant

Allow me to give you a short impression of the Nuclear Power
Plant GKT (Gemeinschaftskernkraftwerk Tullnerfeld in Zwenten-
dorf) (Pict.1 and 2).

Today the disassembling and the conservation of the most sy-
stems is finished. Some systems (as air conditioning,fire
protection ...) are still in operation.

2. Legal aspects

According to the Austrian laws construction and operation of
a Nuclear Power Plant requires different official procedures,
which are not necessarily connected to each other.

The picture (Pict. 3) gives you an overview on these proce-
dures, the most important and time consuming of them running
at the Ministry of Health and Environmental Protection. I will
describe it in short words.

After the decision of the country owned electricity utilities
to built a Nuclear Power Plant in 1971, the licensee first
handed over the primary safety assessment report to the
Ministry of Health and Environmental Protection.

This authority made the decision to appoint two major organi-
sations (SGAE and TOV) and some single persons as experts for
the starting procedures to examine the papers, calculations
and programs and to formulate conditions for the construction
permits and finally for the operating licence.

This procedure is schematically shown in the next picture
(Pict. 4).

Up to 1978 approximately 46 construction permits where handed
over to the licensee. The first of three planned operation
licences was in preparation.

Now let us have a short look on the main expert organisation
which where active in this procedures (Pict. 5) .

And now a closer look to my company {Pict. 6).



The Austrian Studiengesellschaft fur Atomenergie is a private
organisation (Ges.m.b.H.) but the state owns 51%.

It was founded in 1957. Its main location is in Lower Austria
(Seibersdorf) , where we have a TRI.GA Reactor and approximate-
ly 450 employees.

The licensing group was (and is) located in Vienna, because
of the contacts to Gouvernment and so on.

As you can see the licensing group is organised in a traditio
nal way. Its development of workforce during the procedure is
given in the following picture (Pict. 7).
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3. Examples of our licensing work

In the first example I will give you an impression of our work
with the High Pressure Core Injection-System .(Pict. 8).

As there were no Austrian regulations we used the German RSK-
Guides for boiling water reactors (1974) and the US-Regulatory
Guides.

The following pictures show the important points out of this
rules (from the standpoint of system analysis) for this system
(Pict. 9 and 10).

Analysis of the HICI-System showed, that (from the standpoint
of specification and regulations) the tests would be success-
ful.

But when we examinated the case of a well startet HPCI System
(with normal power) and postulated a loss of normal power in
this situation the switch over to emergency power would happen
automatically and everything seemed to be o.k. •

Except the fact, that this system, which looks so independent
(Curtis turbine, driven by steam from the reactor vessel)
needs an oil supply system for lubrication and control.

And during the starting operation of the diesels the oil system
would have lost the pumps,

- and the turbine

- and the high-pressure pump their lubrication.

The simple action of feeding at least one of the two pump-motors
for oil supply with battery-powered electricity solved this pro-
blem.



Cable inspection.

After the Browns Ferry fire the authorities demanded first
a 10% inspection of safety related cables to guarantee clean-
ness of redundancy. ,

When one violation was detected the inspection was extended
to 100%.

Some violations or small distance points between redundancies
were found. Separation was made by fire protection means or
by removing to another rack.

For the so called "zero redundant" cables which where allowed
to change between redundancies, careful calculation and di-
mensioning of fuses were made.

To master the problem of inspecting some 1000-cables (of nearly
the same colour) along their ways on the racks an electronic
device was developed which allowed us to mark cables (during
operation) on their shield with a signal and to follow this
signal with a receiver.

So the inspection and control of documentation of cableways
was done within 3 month by 10 men.

The discovered violations or problematic spaces where discussed
in the so called "fire protection group" and corrective mea-
sures where taken.

As a wish-dream remained the idea of cables of different co-
lours for the corresponding redundancies.

Second failure tables.

When preparing the operation licence the question arose how
to handle malfunction or failures in very different fields.

The leading idea was, that there has to be always the necessary
amount of standby-safety system capacity.

But that standby capacaty in worthless or of minor worth if
the ability of detecting failures and of starting safety ac-
tions and of doing this., actions is reduced.

We have the strong feeling that from our basic philosophy of
the plant every "first single failure" would do no harm.

But if there are more actual failures (malfunction, repairs
etc) at a time period an analysis has to show that there is
no unallowed influence on the described abilities of the
safety systems.

The results of these analysis were our 2nd failure tables,
which combined the system side (system function) with the
electronic and mechanic side of the detection systems (Pict.11)



We devided the results in the following groups

a) no special counteractions (beside repair) necessary

b) longer repair time ( "•* 100 h)

c) short repair time (10 h)

d) immediate shutdown of the plant.

These tables where developed on request.of OSGAE by KWO.

Although we cannot use these tables now, OSGAE has a program
with the OECD-Halden-project to develop from these tables a
computer aided tool to give operators a help for decissions.

4. Conclusions

I hope I was able to give you a compressed survey of the
Austrian licensing procedure and how the work was organised
and done.

When we look back we can say that the Austrian procedure worked
- more or less - effective. We think that it would have resul-
ted in the operations licence in 1979.

The fact that there were a lot of parallel procedures (of minor
importance) may bring for example the danger that at one side
things are requested which do not fit the needs of the other
side. But on the basis of our laws we had to live with this
disadvantage. As the same experts worked sometimes for diffe-
rent authorities this danger was reduced.

From the standpoint of my own organisation we learned that
the traditional groups as

- mechanical engineering
- electrical engineering
- electronics
- chemical engineering
- physic
- health physics
have to hold always an intensive contact to make sure that pro-
blems are seen in their correct size and with all their effects
going over the group borders.

It is a recommendation on licensing organisations too, to have
an eye on the company organisation of the constructor and to
check fields I would call "border fields" between constructor
groups.

And as a reminder for self-control, such a group has to try
always to see the depth .of examination from the standpoint of
safety. This is a demand, not easy to fulfil, but one has to
do its best (Pict. 12).



5. Todays situation in Austria

Analysis of the work we did - and of the work we hope, we
will have to do in the future - is going on and we believe,
that this future is not too far.

There are also strong interests in Austria in favour of
taking Zwentendorf in operation.

But it is (you know) a political and not a technical problem
to do this.

From the pure technical standpoint it would take at least one
year to reassemble and retest the systems for startup clea-
rance .

I thank you for your attention. If there are questions, I
will try to answer them.
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LOCATION OF THE AUSTRIAN NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT
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GKT - NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

BOILING WATER REACTOR

CONSTRUCTOR :

OWNER

KWU/AEG

GEMEINSCHAFTSKRAFTWERK

TULLNERFELD GMBH

THERMAL POWER :

ELECTRIC POWER :

FUEL ELEMENTS :

CONTROL RODS :

STEAM PRESSURE i

SPEED OF TURBINE :

CONDENSER COOLING :

2100 MW
730/700 MW

484

113

72 bar

3000 rev/min

DANUBE WATER
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AUTHORITIES FOR THE LICENSING OF THE AUSTRIAN NPP

AUTHORITY

Ministry for Health and
Radiation Protection

Ministry of Civil Engineering
and Technology

Ministry for Agriculture

Ministry for Commerce,
Trade and Industry

RESPONSIBLE FOR

radiation protection law,-regulations
construction permits for safety
related systems, operation permit

steam - pressure - vessels

civil engineering and
fire protection

water laws, clearing the
site from the wood

laws of electrical engineering
high tension lines - laws
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AUTHORITY

Office for Aerial Navigation

Ministry for the Interior

Ministry for Foreign Affairs

Office for Labour Inspection

RESPONSIBLE FOR

Location and Height of Stack

Plant Protection

IAEA-Contacts, Regulations

Protective Labour Legislation
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COOPERATION OF THE MAIN MINISTRIES AND APPOINTED EXPERTS

MINISTRY FOR HEALTH &

ENV. PROTECTION

(4-5 ENGINEERS)

( 3 LAWYERS )

MINISTRY FOR CIVIL

ENGINEERING

AND TECHNOLOGY

OESGAE (-30) > responsible for:
GENERAL LAY-OUT-CRITERIA

CORE PHYSICS AND HYDRAULIC i TRANSIENTS >

SYSTEM ANALYSIS

QUALITY ASSURANCE IN THE ELECTRONIC FIELD

PREOPERATIONAL TESTS

(-30) i responsible for:
STEAM AND PRESSURE VESSELS

CALCULATIONS OF STRESS AND STRAIN

QUALITY ASSURANCE OF MECHANICAL PARTS

University Professors, responsible for:
METEOROLOGY
EARTHQUAKE QUESTIONS
ELECTRONICS
RADIATION PROTECTION

picture 5



ORGANISATION OF OSGAE AND ITS EXPERT GROUP

LICENSING GROUP AND REACTOR

SAFETY RESEARCH GROUP

IN VIENNA (STAFF-30)

i!!°J»ead of

REGULATIONS ( 1 ) -

RESEARCH CENTER SEIBERSDORF

IN LOWER AUSTRIA (STAFF -450)
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10 SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTES
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WORKFORCE OF THE LICENSING GROUP VERSUS TIME

Part time assistance from inside
the company

\

1

REACTOR STUDY GROUP, |

25-

20-

15-

10-

5-

70 T 72

APPOINTMENT
AS EXPERT

Picture 7
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CONTAINMENT, VESSEL
PIPEWORK, SYSTEMS

76 78

FUEL
ELEMENTS

5.11.78 REFERENDUM
NON NUCLEAR
HOT TEST

PREOP. TESTS
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HPCI - SYSTEM

STEAM DRIVEN CURTIS TURBINE

OPERATION RANGE: 10-90 bar

BETWEEN LEVELS DEEP 1

HIGH

INITIATED BY:

CONTAINMENT PRESSURE >1-25 bar 100%

LEVEL <DEEP1 50%

LEVEL < DEEP 2 100%

SWITCHED OFF BY:

LEVEL EXTREME HIGH

TURBINE PROTECTION

REACTOR PRESSURE < 12 bar

picture 8
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GERMAN RSK- DIRECTIONS FOR BWR DRAFT E 7.74

4. CORE COOLING SYSTEMS > PRIMARY BOUNDARIES

| (DEFINITIONS. MATERIAL > MANUFACTURING > QA)

4.1.4 OPERATION

'. (INSPECTIONS i PRESSURE TESTS > ACCEPTABLE FLAWS » )

4.3 PREDICTIONS FOR ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

4.5 CORE COOLING AFTER ACCIDENTS

! (THERE HAVE TO BE COOLING SYSTEMS WHICH ARE ABLE TO HOLD FUEL ROD

" TEMP. < 1200°C, . . . FLOW RATES ,

REDUNDANT ENERGY SUPPLY. ...MORE ORIENTED ON LOW PRESSURE CORE COOLING)

INSTRUMENTATION

EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLY

(DIESEL GENERATORS FOR IMPORTANT SYSTEMS. 2nd POWER SUPPLY. BATTERIES....

5.
i

7.

Picture 9



USNRC REGULATORY GUIDE 1.68 (1973)
INITIAL STARTUP TEST PROGRAM TO DEMONSTRATE REMOTE SHUTDOWN CAPABILITY

FOR WATER COOLED NPP

APPENDIX A

1. PREOPERATIONAL TESTING

Preoperational tests should demonstrate that structures > systems and components will

operate in accordance with design in all operating modes and throughout the full

design operating range.

—+- this led to the non nuclear hot test

. h. ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

(1) ECC-SYSTEMS

(b) DEMONSTRATE OPERABILITY USING NORMAL AND EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLIES

—•*• here we also analysed the system behaviour during the

switching over time •
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